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STORIES IN THE MUSEUM

Something to write if you want to
write down your experiences to
remember before you tell them to
others; if you do Variation II in your
classroom: a picture collection of
historical paintings of your choice
(they need to include persons).

Visit a museum, e.g. the art museum;
before you go there ask the museum if it is
possible to use it as a storytelling place;
since the entry is often expensive, ask if
you could go there for free; sometimes
museums do have days with free entry,
you could use them. 
If you don’t have access to a museum or
just can’t go with your group, follow
Variation II.

Identifying
storytelling 
space 

Adult educators &
adult learners

15 to 30
minutes 

2 to 99 (divided into pairs or small
groups of max. 4 pp.); if there are a lot
of participants, the evaluation can be

done in small groups as well
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Methodology

Evaluation

Go around on your own and find a picture/sculpture/artwork that appeals to you; make
up the story behind it (if you want, you can write down key words to remember). Then
go back to the group and tell the story to the others (without saying which
picture/sculpture/artwork you’re referring to). Who is able to find the
picture/sculpture/artwork to your story? Afterwards, listen to the stories of the others
and try to find their inspirational picture/sculpture/artwork in the museum!

Variation I:Variation I:

As a group, find a historical painting which includes persons that appeals to you (this
can either happen in a museum or in your classroom with pictures). Now, try to
represent the same painting with your group! Which feelings can you depict on the
painting? What is the story behind it? Try to transmit story and feelings in your
representation as well! Some props need to be replaced with modern ones: what could
you take instead? Be creative and develop your own version of that painting/scene!
Take a picture of it (if you are in the museum, preferably right in front of the original.

Did the activity change your connection to the place?
What difference has time on a story? Can the same story
(and the same feelings it causes people) be recreated in a
different time? How and why (not)?
Did you all see the same emotions and feelings in the
original painting? Can there be different interpretations and
therefore various stories? Which ones?

Ask yourself a few questions :
 

Variation II:Variation II:
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